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Laser Speckle Contrast Analysis (LASCA) has been proven to be a highly useful tool for the full-field determination of the blood perfusion
of a variety of tissues. Some of the major advantages of this technique are its relatively high spatial and temporal resolution as well as its
good or excellent accordance to Doppler systems. However, traditionally it is only able to report a single characteristic speed regarding to
the actual range of interest. This might be misleading if multiple characteristic speeds are present (e. g. tremor and perfusion in skin) or
if several kinds of tissues are mixed (e. g. parenchyma and vessels in brain). Here we present two relatively simple extensions of LASCA
for these problems. The application of multiple autocorrelation functions (combined with the usage of multiple exposure times) can help
in the separation of multiple characteristic speeds. We also present a useful method for the separation of information those originate from
a mixture of different tissues. The latter method can be also implemented to single-exposure systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Laser Speckle Contrast Analysis (LASCA) has been proven to
be a highly useful tool for the full-field determination of the
blood perfusion of a variety of tissues [1]–[6]. Some of the ma-
jor advantages of this technique are its relatively high spatial
and temporal resolution as well as its good or excellent accor-
dance to Doppler systems. However, traditionally it is only
able to report a single characteristic speed regarding to the
actual range of interest. This might be misleading if multiple
characteristic speeds are present (e. g. tremor and perfusion in
skin) or if several kinds of tissues are mixed (e. g. parenchyma
and vessels in brain). Here we present two relatively simple
extensions of LASCA for these problems. The application of
multiple autocorrelation functions (combined with the usage
of multiple exposure times) can help in the separation of mul-
tiple characteristic speeds. We also present a useful method
for the separation of information those originate from a mix-
ture of different tissues. The latter method can be also imple-
mented to single-exposure systems.
K =
σ
µ
(1)
where σ is the standard deviation and µ is the mean of the
intensity values in a given n × n pixel window. For practical
reasons, n is generally chosen to be 5 or 7 [7]. The slower the
motion is or the shorter the exposure time of the camera is,
the sharper the speckle image becomes, hence, the higher the
contrast is. Similarly, the faster the motion is or the longer the
exposure time is, the more blurred the speckle image becomes
and the lower the contrast is. The theoretical maximum and
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minimum of local contrast are 1 and 0, respectively. Assum-
ing an ergodic behaviour, the connection between the local
contrast and the speed of motion is nonlinear:
K2(T) =
∫ T
0
(
1− t
T
)
· C2(t)dt , (2)
where T is the exposure time, and C(t) is the autocovariance
function, which describes the temporal changes of the speckle
pattern [8, 9]. The contrast of natural speckle patterns cannot
reach 1, and in many cases the maximum value of contrast is
significantly lower than 1 [10, 11], which results in the under-
estimation of speed values, if Eq. (2) is used. To handle this
problem, the β correction factor was introduced:
K2(T) =
∫ T
0
β
(
1− t
T
)
· C2(t)dt , (3)
where
√
β is the maximal value of contrast, which can be
achieved by the given system [12]. If the sample contains still
parts (e. g. skull or dura mater), the lower boundary of the
contrast is also greater than 0 [13, 14]:
K2(T) =
∫ T
0
P21
(
1− t
T
)
· C2(t) + P22 dt , (4)
where P21 + P
2
2 = limT→0
K2(T) and P22 = limT→∞
K2(T) characterize
the scattering properties of the sample. It is remarkable that
the use of Eq. (3) requires the application of a wide range of
exposure times. One of the simplest autocorrelation functions
is the Lorentzian one:
C(t, τ) = e
t
τ , (5)
where τ is the autocorrelation time of the speckle pattern, and
is inversely proportional to the characteristic speed of motion
of the examined sample [15, 16]. The implementation of the
Speckle Contrast Perfusion Unit (SCPU = 1/τ [17]) can sim-
plify further work during the processing of Eq. (3) and Eq. (4):
K2(T) = β
τ2
2T2
[exp(−2T · SCPU)− 1+ 2T · SCPU] , (6)
and
K2(T)
=P21
τ2
2T2
[exp(−2T · SCPU)− 1+ 2T · SCPU] + P22 , (7)
respectively. Eq. (6) and Eq. (7) are able to accurately describe
the speed of motion if only one characteristic speed is present,
otherwise, they can only give an estimation of the average
speed of motion. Unfortunately, the presence of one single
characteristic speed is rare. If the set of exposure times is
wide enough, the same speed distribution can be shown by
a speckle system as by a Doppler system [18], however, this is
hard to be related to multiple characteristic speeds. Nemati et
al. published a different approach for the decoupling of arte-
facts in the speckle signal [19]. If the characteristic speeds (e.
g. tremor and perfusion of skin) significantly differ from each
other, the presumption of only a single one can lead to false
results. Sections 2.1, 4.1, 5.1, and 6.1 address the determina-
tion of two or more characteristic speeds at the same time. In
the case of cerebral or ocular tissue, large lateral fluctuations
of SCPU is often present. As a consequence, an AOI (area of
interest), whose size is large enough to suppress the statistical
noise can contain contrast information of several characteris-
tic speeds. Another severe problem is the small movement of
the tissue during these measurements. Though these move-
ments can be monitored and the AOI’s can be shifted accord-
ing to them, the sophisticated algorithms, which are needed
for these measurements might be hard to implement. Sections
2.2, 4.2, 5.2, and 6.2 address a simple and easy-to-implement
method, which is able to describe the lateral distribution of
SCPU, and, which can neglect the need for following the small
and slow movements of the sample. Section ?? shows an al-
ternative application of this method for the examination of
rosacea.
2 ENHANCED TOOLS FOR LASCA
2.1 Separation of dif ferent characterist ic
speeds by the use of mult iple
autocorrelat ion functions
A typical example for the presence of two discrete and sepa-
rable motions is the skin, where the blurring of perfusion of
red blood cells and tremor are superposed. Classical LASCA
methods can only reveal the change of the average speed of
motion. Since normally SCPU of perfusion is greater by a
magnitude than that of tremor, and their weights (the Pp and
Pt values in Section 5.1) are comparable in the contrast data,
the measured SCPU can much lower than the actual SCPU of
perfusion. If ischemia is applied to the examined area, perfu-
sion decreases and tremor might also change, moreover, their
weights in the contrast also vary. Since most systems report
the average SCPU as the SCPU of perfusion, these circum-
stances can lead to false results. This problem can be resolved
if the system is able to handle two distinct autocorrelation
functions. Eq. (7) can be extended to handle two distinct char-
acteristic speeds:
K2(T) =
P2p
2T2(SCPUp + SCPUt)2
× {exp [−2T(SCPUp + SCPUt)]
− 1+ 2T(SCPUp + SCPUt)}
+
P2t
2T2SCPU2t
{exp [−2T · SCPUt]
− 1+ 2T · SCPUt}+ P2s , (8)
where p and t indexes denote perfusion and tremor, respec-
tively, while s stands for the skin surface.
2.2 A simple approach for reveal ing
information about the lateral
distr ibution of speed in the sample
Another interesting area of application is the examination
of brain surface, where parenchymal tissue and vessels are
mixed. A bottleneck of this sample is that slow motion of the
cortex might occur, and as a result, the inspected areas can ac-
tually move out of the areas of interest (AOI’s). Though there
are intelligent algorithms, which can follow the movements
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FIG. 1 Schematic drawing of the experimental setup.
of the sample, they are not easy to understand and imple-
ment. The method, which was developed by our group, can
be easily implemented into most LASCA algorithms, and is
able to visualize the lateral SCPU histogram of the inspected
area. The SCPU histogram is based on the local SCPU val-
ues, which can be directly determined by the use of the local
contrast values. Unfortunately, the local contrast values might
be too noisy, especially if multiple exposure times are used
(thanks to the propagation of uncertainty, [20]). To overcome
the problem, we applied both temporal (windows size was 5
images having the same exposure time) and lateral (window
size was 5 × 5 contrast pixels) running average to the con-
trast values. Afterwards, we calculated the SCPU values of
each averaged pixels (involving each exposure times) and we
built the histograms of SCPU values over the areas of interest
(AOI’s). This method can be highly useful e. g. in examination
of cerebral microcirculation, when a mixture of different tis-
sues has to be handled, or in the case of cutaneous diseases.
The study of Abdurashitov et al. addresses the same problem
and shows a different point of view of the question [21].
3 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The schematic figure of the experimental setup is shown in
Figure 1. The sample was illuminated by the light of a laser
diode (single-mode, 808 nm, 200 mW peak power) and was
imaged by a PixeLINK PL-B741F industrial camera (FireWire,
monochromatic, 1280 × 1024 maximal resolution). The laser
diode was placed in a temperature controlled mount (Thor-
labs LDM21) and was driven by a current and a temperature
controller (Thorlabs LDC 220C, Thorlabs TED 200C, respec-
tively). A colour filter was applied to reduce the effect of am-
bient illumination. A linear polarizer was also utilized, which
was set to block the light, which was directly reflected by the
surface of the sample.
4 METHODS AND SAMPLES
4.1 Separation of dif ferent characterist ic
speeds by the use of mult iple
autocorrelat ion functions
Here we present a representative measurement, which was
performed on the skin of forearm of a healthy volunteer.
Wide range (1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500 ms) of exposure
times was used to natively separate the data of perfusion and
tremor. The applicability of the method in the case of a nar-
rower set of exposure times (1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100 ms) was
demonstrated by the application of post occlusive reactive
hyperaemia. In this case, first, baseline was recorded. Then,
occlusion was created by the cuff of a sphygmomanometer
with a pressure which was higher than systolic pressure by 30
mmHg. After the reperfusion a third measurement was also
performed. Single-exposure monitoring was applied between
the measurements, and each measurement was started after
the stabilization of the contrast. The laser diode was operated
in continuous-wave mode, the intensity of its light was set
by the use of a variable neutral density filter. A Periflux 4000
contact Doppler system was used as reference. A detailed de-
scription of the protocol of measurement can be found in [17].
The most important benefit of this sampling method was that
it could provide a wide range of exposure times, however, it
was unable to show any perfusion data during the measure-
ments and temporal changes during the multi-exposure mea-
surements could not be retrieved.
4.2 Reveal ing information about the lateral
distr ibution of speed
The data of a representative measurement is shown in this
manuscript. In the case of the cortex of piglet the laser diode
was operated in continuous-wave mode, the intensity of its
light was set by the use of a variable neutral density filter [22].
The exposure time of 2 ms was used. The piglet was anaes-
thetized and the measurements were performed through a
cranial window. A detailed description of the preparation of
the animal and the protocol of measurement can be found in
[22]. During the measurement on skin, the laser diode was
operated in switching mode. This kind of operation made us
possible to monitor the perfusion in real-time, while it pro-
vided the accuracy of the multi-exposure LASCA methods
[23]. As the system could correct the effects of background
illumination, the measurements could be performed by nor-
mal illumination, which highly enhanced the comfortness of
the volunteer and provided an easier operation of the system.
As the face of the volunteer was affected by rozacea, we chose
two areas as near to each other as possible, which were po-
sitioned on a healthy and an ill area, respectively. The set of
exposure times during this measurement was 1, 2, 5, 10, 20,
50, and 100 ms. A reference measurement of the skin of arm of
a healthy volunteer is also presented for comparison. The de-
tailed description of the reference measurement can be found
in [20].
5 RESULTS
5.1 Separation of dif ferent characterist ic
speeds by the use of mult iple
autocorrelat ion functions
Figure 2 shows the raw speckle image of the skin of the fore-
arm during the validation of the method. Area ‘a’ was covered
by a piece of paper, and was used as reference. As it was non-
transparent, the blurring, which was measured on it, could be
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FIG. 2 Skin of the hand. a - reference area (paper; tremor only), b - skin (superposition
of perfusion and tremor).
considered as the effect of tremor [24]. Area ‘b’ was selected
on the skin, and contained the blurring information of tremor
as well as the superposition of tremor and perfusion of red
blood cells.
Figure 3 shows the function fittings based on single autocorre-
lation function and two autocorrelation functions. The p and
t, indexes stand for the perfusion, tremor, respectively, while
s denotes skin surface, respectively. Figure 3(a) shows the re-
sult of function fitting on the contrast values determined on
the reference (‘a’) area. Figure 3(b) shows the result of func-
tion fitting on the contrast values determined on area ‘b’, uti-
lizing single autocorrelation function and two autocorrelation
functions.
As our results show, this method is able to separate the blur-
ring caused by perfusion and tremor from each other. It is re-
markable that the fitting, which uses two autocorrelation func-
tions at the same time natively reports the very same ‘per-
fusion rate’ for the tremor, than the traditional fitting on the
data which was registered on paper, if the range of exposure
times was wide enough. The application of two autocorrela-
tion functions also reveal that the true value of perfusion rate
can be much higher than the average SCPU value which is
calculated by the use of a single autocorrelation function.
5.2 Lateral speed distr ibution of cortex
This simple method can separate the flow or perfusion in-
formation which originate from different types of tissue. Fig-
ure 4(a) shows the contrast map of the cortex of a piglet and
the AOI’s, which cover the parenchyma (blue), a vessel (yel-
low), the area between them (green), and all of them (black).
Figure 4(b) shows the speed histograms of these areas.
Calculation of speed distribution within the black area can
help in the differentiation of the characteristic speeds of the
three areas mentioned before, without the need for using tiny
AOI’s and sophisticated intelligent algorithms. As the speed
of blood in the vessel is higher than that in the parenchyma,
the data, which describes the flow rate of the vessel (∼3.5-6.5
SCPU) and the perfusion rate of the parenchyma (1-3 SCPU),
can be easily identified, respectively.
FIG. 3 Function fittings on the reference area (a; paper stuck on the skin, tremor only)
and the skin (b; perfusion and tremor). The use of two autocorrelation functions at
the same time can help in the separation of tremor and perfusion. a and b markings
also refer to the areas indicated in Figure 2. The p, t, and s indexes stand for the
perfusion, tremor, and skin surface, respectively.
6 DISCUSSION
6.1 Separation of dif ferent characterist ic
speeds by the use of mult iple
autocorrelat ion functions
The use of multiple autocorrelation functions can be useful
even if the set of exposure times is not wide enough for their
direct implementation. In such a case, the ‘perfusion index’
of the paper has to be determined first. Since this is actually
the value of tremor (SCPUt), it can be used in Eq. eqrefeq8
as a known fixed value. Table 1 summarizes our normalized
results during baseline, occlusion and reperfusion of the arm
of a healthy volunteer. The baseline values determined by the
speckle and the Doppler systems were taken as 100%, and the
perfusion values during the occlusion and after the hyper-
aemia were normalized to the baseline. The error values are
the normalised standard errors of the perfusion parameters
during fitting.
The separation of perfusion and tremor can be critical during
LASCA measurements, because presence at the same time can
highly affect the readings during the occlusion of the arm or
the leg. As Table 1 shows, the superposition of perfusion and
tremor might not change as dynamically as the Doppler sig-
nal, which can provide misleading values of perfusion. How-
ever, their separation can highly enhance the correlation be-
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(%) Baseline Occlusion Reperfusion
Relative SCPUt 100 ± 5.7730 97.1378 ± 6.2031 106.2976 ± 4.8858
Relative SCPU 100 ± 4.1468 80.67514 ± 5.0688 104.6891 ± 3.8562
Relative SCPUp 100 ± 16.7394 54.4260 ± 18.0891 95.6149 ± 12.8958
Relative LDPU 100 48.4636 102.9248
TABLE 1 Relative changes of perfusion index of tremor (SCPUt) and the superposition of perfusion and tremor (SCPU) determined by simple curve fitting. Relative changes
of perfusion determined by dual autocorrelation function fitting with fixed SCPUt. Relative changes of perfusion were also measured by a commercial contact Doppler system
(LDPU) as reference.
FIG. 4 Contrast map of the brain of a piglet. Blue frame - parenchyma, yellow frame -
vessel, black frame - area including both of them (a). Speed distribution of the areas
mentioned above (b).
tween SCPU and LDPU values. If this method is applied to a
multi-exposure LASCA system, it can perform these measure-
ments in a very natural way, without the need of complex nu-
merical corrections. If the range of exposure times cover more
than 3 orders of magnitude, the system can perform the sepa-
ration of tremor and perfusion in one step by simultaneously
fitting the two contrast curves. Otherwise, a non-transparent
sample (reference area) has to be taped on the skin, and its
SCPUt value has to be determined. As the reference area and
the skin are simultaneously monitored, the SCPUt can be used
as a known parameter during the fitting of two autocorrela-
tion functions on the data of skin.
6.2 Lateral speed distr ibution of cortex
The determination of speed distribution within a larger AOI
can help in the differentiation of perfusion information of ar-
eas, which are mixed but have distinct perfusion rates. If as-
phyxia, ischemia, or any kind of vasoconstrictor or vasodila-
tor is applied on the brain or the cortex, the vessels and the
parenchyma might slightly move. If tiny AOI’s are used, this
FIG. 5 Speed distribution of the cortex during baseline and the inhalation of air contain-
ing 5% CO2 and 10% CO2, respectively. The curves demonstrate that the determination
of the speed distribution can help in the differentiation of the characteristic speeds
over these areas, if all of them are included in the AOI.
can result in false readings, since the vessel might move out
the AIO, or a vessel can move in to an AIO which was origi-
nally positioned on the parenchyma. However, if a larger AOI
is used for a vessel, which contains relatively large area of the
parenchyma (like the black AOI on Figure 4), the slow dis-
placement of the vessel does not affect the speed histogram
in a large manner. Figure 5 shows the change of lateral speed
distribution of the cortex during baseline and the inhalation
of air containing 5% CO2 and 10% CO2, respectively. Though
the position of the black AOI was locked during the measure-
ment, its size was larger than the displacement of the vessel.
The increase of perfusion (approx. 120% and 160% in the
parenchyma and the vein, respectively) can be generally eval-
uated as the response for the increased concentration of CO2
[22]. An interesting aspect of our results is that the size area,
which is occupied by the parenchyma and the vessel, respec-
tively, within the black AOI can also be also approximated
by the calculation of the relative area under the specific part
(approx. 1-3, 1.8-4.8, and 3-9 for the parenchyma, respectively,
and approx. 3-6, 4.8-7.8 and 9-16 for the vessel, respectively)
of the speed distribution curve. Performing this calculation re-
sults in 67% and 32% for the parenchyma and the vessel, re-
spectively.
Another interesting area of application of the lateral speed
distribution is the examination of skin. The methods which
are currently applied on this field usually determine the av-
erage perfusion rate of the selected area (LASCA systems), or
determine it only in a few volumes of 1 mm3 (Doppler sys-
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FIG. 6 Lateral speed distribution of a healthy area and one affected by rosacea. The
speed distribution of the two areas indicates that rosacea leads to the decrease of
the characteristic speed and to the dramatic change of the speed distribution of red
blood cells. The figure also indicates the characteristic perfusion index values of the
two areas.
tems). This information might be insufficient in several cases,
since the physician can only see the average discrepancy of
perfusion (with respect to a healthy area), or, in the latter
case, the operator might not even have a representative im-
age of the perfusion in the examined area. The visualization
of SCPU histograms can help in the determination of the am-
plitude and the quality of the differences between two areas at
the same time. Here we present an example for rosacea. The
SCPU distribution was measured on a healthy area and on
one which was affected by rosacea. We selected the two areas
to make sure that they were as close as possible to each other
to decrease systematic discrepancy of perfusion, which could
have been caused by the different vascularity and sensitivity
of the areas. Figure 6 shows that rosacea leads to a clear de-
crease of the perfusion rate and to the dramatic alteration of
speed distribution of red blood cells. The figure also shows the
average SCPU-values of the areas.
We performed a very similar measurement on the arm of a
healthy volunteer before and during occlusion. The results can
be seen on Figure 7.
The comparison of Figures 6 and 7 expressly indicates that
in the former case the motion of red blood cells dramati-
cally changed, however, they were not stopped. This can be
a highly useful tool, since it can give a quantitative measure
of the average change of perfusion (with respect to a healthy
area) as well as qualitative information regarding to the way
of change. Long-term variations of lateral speed distribution
can also be used for the monitoring of the healing process of
the patient, however, the evaluation of this aspect of the tech-
nique will require a full medical study.
7 CONCLUSIONS
Though LASCA is able to characterize the blood perfusion of
many types of tissue, it is not able to provide little if any infor-
mation about the speed distribution of the red blood cells. If
the application of multiple exposure times is possible, LASCA
FIG. 7 Lateral speed distribution of the skin of forearm before and during occlusion. It
can be clearly seen that during occlusion, red blood cells nearly stop moving.
can be extended to provide an enhanced description of the
sample. The use of a wide range of exposure times, which has
a scale of more than 3 magnitudes, can make the system able
to use more than one autocorrelation functions at the same
time. This technique can help in the separation of multiple
kinds of motion of the sample (e. g. superposition of blood
perfusion and tremor in the case of skin, or any other type
of tissue affected by at least two types of motion). If only a
narrower set of exposure times is available, the measurement
of tremor by the help of a piece of non-transparent paper can
be performed, and then, it can be used as a known fixed pa-
rameter during the use of dual autocorrelation functions for
the accurate determination of perfusion. The differentiation of
mixed parts of the examined sample (like brain surface, where
parenchymal blood perfusion and vascular blood flow over-
lap each other) is achievable by proper sampling of the K2(T)
and SCPU values across the images of the sample and the cal-
culation of speed histograms of the inspected areas, since it
can show the nominal speeds of the different types of tissue
and the size of area, which they occupy. The examination of
skin diseases can be also enhanced by the use of this method,
as it can help in the determination of the amplitude and the
quality of differences between healthy and ill areas. This tech-
nique can be used even if the range of exposure times is equal
to or less than two magnitudes, or in the case of a single ex-
posure time. One of the greatest properties of this technique
is that it can be relatively easily implemented into nearly any
multi-exposure or single-exposure systems.
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